Online Reference Sources

Europa World Online
http://www.europaworld.com/
Extensive country information, recent history, government and politics, country profile, statistics, and links to major news outlets

Pop culture Latin America! : media, arts, and lifestyle
Lisa Shaw, Stephanie Dennison / Santa Barbara, Calif. : ABC-CLIO, c2005
online encyclopedia: http://rave.ohiolink.edu/ebooks/reference/LAMPOPE

News Aggregators

Factiva
English-language and Spanish language news. Click the arrow next to All Sources and use the dropdown menu called My Source Lists, select “By Region” and choose South America (or click the “+” to expand and choose a country). Then on the main search screen, click the arrow next to language and choose English. The search defaults to searching the most recent 3 months but you can change that

Lexis-Nexis Academic
http://www.lexisnexis.com/hottopics/lnavademic/
Spanish-language South American Newspaper Feeds: In the upper-right corner find Source Directory and click “Browse”. In the countries menu choose South America which is toward the top (not a country, I know!) then select the sources that you might be interested in.

News Web Sites

BBC Latin America and Caribbean
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world/latin_america/

InterPress News Service
http://www.ipsnews.net/

Latin American Network Information Center (LANIC)
Gateway to regional news and news sources by country
http://lanic.utexas.edu/la/region/news/

New York Times: Americas
OBIS and OhioLINK

**OBIS**: Catalog of books and ebooks available at Oberlin
http://obis.oberlin.edu/

**OhioLINK**: Catalog of books at other Ohio libraries, many of which you can request; delivered in 3-5 days
http://olc1.ohiolink.edu/search/

Databases for Research

**Academic Search Complete**
A large database with a broad range of articles on all areas of study. Useful for getting perspectives from many disciplines, and popular media sources

**Communication and Mass Media Complete**
Articles in journals covering communications, journalism, media studies

**Film and Television Literature Index**
Journal and magazine articles on film and television studies

**Historical Abstracts**
The major index to articles in history journals in world history (not covering North America)

**HAPI – Hispanic American Periodicals Index**
Citations for approximately 300,000 journal articles about Central America, South America, the Caribbean, Mexico, Brazil, and Hispanics/Latinos in the United States

**Summon**
A single search of most sources available through the library

Journal: Studies in Latin American Popular Culture

1990 to 1 year ago in **Academic Search Complete**
2010 to present in **OhioLINK Electronic Journal Center**

**COMETs**
Collaborative Media Exploration Technology Support
Peer Mentors, can help with the production side of podcasts
http://comets.csr.oberlin.edu/